Huntsman is a global manufacturer and marketer of differentiated chemicals. Its operating companies manufacture products for a variety of global industries, including chemicals, plastics, automotive, aviation, textiles, footwear, paints and coatings, construction, technology, agriculture, health care, detergent, personal care, furniture, appliance substrates and Other. Originally known for pioneering innovations in packaging and, later, for rapid and integrated growth in petrochemicals, Huntsman today has more than 12,000 employees and operates from multiple locations worldwide. The Company had 2010 revenues of approximately $9.2 billion.

For more information on Huntsman Personal Care Solutions, please visit www.huntsman.com

Beauty and Personal Care Solutions

From bath additives, shower gels and cosmetics to face creams, deodorants, hair treatments, oral care products and cleansers, Huntsman’s specialty chemicals for personal care, beauty and wellness products are trusted by millions of people around the world. As a leading supplier of personal care solutions – suited to men and women - we enable manufacturers to develop differentiated formulations and create more value from their consumer brands. Through continual innovation, new active ingredients and special effects are in constant development, from emulsifiers, foam boosters, stabilizers, mildness agents, pearlizing formulas, conditioners, suspensions and thickeners. Our efforts demonstrate that ethically-developed and environmentally-sustainable products can work hand-in-hand. In these ways we create and discover which formulations have the ability to interact with your chemistry to enhance wellbeing. WE CARE.
WE CARE is not only our promise, but also the basic philosophy that drives all of our personal care activities. Our changing world constantly demands new innovations. Our sustainable personal care solutions inspire our customers around the world.